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QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER FOR DECEMBER 2018
From the Editor,

Contents

We, like all South Australians, owe a great debt to former environmental
luminaries such as Walter Gooch, whose contributions are recorded in this
newsletter. He takes his place besides other greats such as:
•

Richard Schomburgk, the second director of our botanical gardens.

•

Sir John Cleland, a man of formidable intelligence and energy. He
was a professor of pathology, a botanist, chairman of Belair National Park from 1936 to 1965 and a prodigious worker on numerous
committees. The Cleland Conservation Park, plus nearly forty species of fungi, plants and animals, are named for him.

•

Warren Bonython, AO, retired from ICIANZ at age 50 to devote his
time to environmental pursuits. He and Charles McCubbin walked
465 km across the Simpson Desert in 1973. He is credited with the
conception and establishment of the Heysen Walking Trail.
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would be prepared to assist in bushcare. After some
considerable thought we have recently declined their
kind offer saying that we believe we simply do not
have enough of our own volunteers at the moment to
This will be my last report to the newsletter for this
manage the extra (often untrained) labour a scheme
calendar year. Spring is well advanced and by the
like this would provide. With the number of active
time you read this it will be officially Summer. Ten
bushcarers we currently have there is a limit to how
days ago that was obvious as we were experiencing many outside groups we can accommodate in a year.
temperatures above300 C. Today’s working bee faced If somebody can find us another 100 active bushcar9-110C – where did Spring go?
ers of our own we could take on overseeing a much
larger number of corporate arms and legs.
Throughout the last 12 months we have discussed
the arcane dance necessary to negotiate a lease on
Also during this quarter our Bush Buddies initiative
the Volunteer Centre. Still nothing is decided. Howev- won an award at the FOPInc Forum. I’m sure Barb
er, during this time The Friends of Old Government
will have more to say in her Bushcare report but conHouse have managed to sign a Letter of Agreement gratulations to all those involved for all their effort.
between themselves and DEW. In many ways this
fulfils many of the attributes we should like to see in a The only other item of interest in relation to our bushlease. It also seems to avoid some of the issues that care efforts is our push to get some restoration work
carried out on the “Green Shed”. This venerable
could accompany a lease such as need for Public
structure where we meet at the start and finish of
Liability Insurance, Lease Costs and possible exposure to liability for council rates. Your committee pro- bushcare sessions as well as having an open fronted
poses looking very closely into this as a possibility for portion also has a lockable area. Unfortunately the
ravages of time have meant that its floor is unsafe to
our group.
non-existent and the door insecure. We are in discusDuring this quarter bush care days have had to be
sions with DEW to see what requirements we need to
curtailed at times because of inclement weather – if
comply with if we are to work on fixing both issues.
it’s not bushfire risks it is torrential rain and high
Also, just how much financial input do we need to
winds. However, with generally good numbers of vol- provide for DEW to provide the rest. Watch this
unteers we have achieved significant advances in
space. There is no doubt a secure, weatherproof arseveral areas. This has been aided by support from
ea at that end of the park would be extremely useful.
outside groups. St John’s School students have atFinally, as you settle in for a Happy Christmas with
tended and weeded with us. We have also had anthose close to you please give some thought to any
other Landcare provided corporate group of Telstra
staff who worked with us for a half day on 30/10. This one you know who’d be prepared to join our bushsupport is invaluable to us as it enables us to put in a care group. We need both foot soldiers and those to
lead them.
concentrated effort in one area over a short space of
time.
-Mark Pedlar

President’s Report

However, such groups require management and if
they occupy more that our normal bush care times
they also commit our regular volunteers, already
stretched, to work longer hours accompanying them.
As a result of this we have had to regretfully turn
down extra help offered through the offices of the
Foundation for National Parks and Wildlife. Ian Darbyshire CEO of FNPW and his SA representative
Emily Brown visited us during this quarter to detail
the process by which their group could put us in
touch with more corporate and similar groups who

The Newsletter
The official publication date is the first Saturday of March, June, September and December, ready for the general
meeting on that day. Cut-off day for the March newsletter contributions is Friday 22 February 2019. Please send
ideas, reports or articles to the Secretary for passing on to the Editor.
NB Would newsletter contributors please provide text as word processor files (Arial 10 pt preferred) attached to
emails. Likewise photos, as separate files or montages of up to A4 size.
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Bursaria spinosa - The Christmas Bush
A familiar plant in Belair National Park is the Bursaria spinosa. A tall shrub to small tree growing between 1.5
and 4.5 metres with small dark green leaves and beautifully scented white flowers over the summer period. It is
a long lived plant commonly 30 to 50 years but can reach up to a 60 year life expectancy!
The Bursaria spinosa has a few different common names - Sweet Bursaria, Native Blackthorn, and the Christmas Bush! Here in Belair we tend to refer to it as the Christmas Bush due to the time it often flowers. The scientific name, Bursaria spinosa, comes from the Latin word bursa meaning purse and referring to the seed capsules
of the plant which are a heart shaped pouch/purse, and the Latin word spinosus meaning spines or thorns which
can be present on some plants.
In the park the Christmas Bush makes a wonderful habitat and food source for birds and insects. When flowering the nectar produced by the flowers is very sweetly perfumed attracting many insects, and in turn those insects attract many birds. It is also a plant that recovers well from fire having a tuberous root system with the ability to reshoot after bushfire.
The Christmas Bush also has some properties of interest to humans. The leaves of the plant contain an oil
called aesculin which absorbs ultraviolet light. This has been used historically by humans being rubbed onto skin
as a sun burn preventative, and is also harvested today for use in sunscreen products and medical treatments
for lupus. The pale timber of the plant is also suitable for use in woodworking being a hard wood easily worked,
although the slender branch size make its use somewhat restricted to smaller projects such as handles and cabinetry.
In the home garden the Christmas Bush can be a great butterfly attractant, and responds well to shaping and
pruning. Personally I have found it slow growing in my garden and my 4 year old shrub is yet to flower, however
the foliage does stand out nicely among the other native plants and I am hoping this summer is the summer it
will flower!
So, now you know a bit more about the Bursaria spinosa make sure to keep a look out for the beautiful flowers
over summer, and don't forget to take a moment to smell the flowers too!
-Hayley Prentice

Bursaria spinosa in flower
within Belair National Park
-Photo : Mary Cole
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Ryan’s Bugs-Part 1
In the scientific sense, true bugs (Order: Hemiptera) are the only insects referred to as bugs. One
of their defining features is the presence of a proboscis or piercing/sucking mouth parts, which
they are able to fold underneath their body for travelling. The majority feed on the
sap of plants, though some have are carnivores and some relatives such as lice
are parasitic.
Another feature that sets them apart from insects such as moths, flies and beetles
is an incomplete metamorphosis (Hemimetabolism). Instead of going through
defined larval, pupal and adult phases, this group only goes from a Nymph,
gradually growing through a series of moults, with the last time it moults being its
adult phase (Imago). This last phase is when the wings are functional in most species, with all
living tissue in the wings having died off, leaving only exoskeleton.
Some groups have females that never move after landing on a plant, such
as Lerps and Gall Insects, the male usually has wings and always moves
freely. When they do have wings, they always have four wings, like most
insects.
Sternorrhyncha (Aphids and allies)
Aphididae (Aphids)
Aphids are one of the better studied insects, being common
agricultural pests, such as the invasive Rhopalosiphum padi
(pictured). Many of these insects have the ability to produce offspring
without a male, rapidly covering plants they infect. Ants also
commonly protect them for access to honeydew, which is the
leftover sap excreted by the aphid, which still contains a high amount of sugar. A common
predator is ladybirds and their larvae.
Psyllidae (Lerps and Jumping plant louse)
Lerps are interesting in that they use their excretions to produce a sugar covering, offering a small level of
protection. Noisy Miners in
particular scrape off this
covering, leaving the insect,
whereas other birds would
normally eat the whole insect,
protecting this being part of the reason for their
territorial nature.
Eriococcidae (Felt scale insects, Gall insects)
Most of these insects secrete a waxy covering and quite a few create galls, one species,
Tanyscelis convexa, (drawing of female pictured, with left half as top surface and right half as
bottom surface) is known from Belair National Park, as a stem gall on Eucalyptus fasciculosa.
-Ryan Langridge
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The FRIENDS OF BELAIR NATIONAL PARK, Inc
AGM NOTICE
The Annual General Meeting of the Friends of Belair National Park will be held on Saturday 2 nd February 2019, Volunteer Centre
at Long Gully, at 1pm.
All positions are declared vacant.
Please consider joining the Committee or taking on the role of Assistant Secretary and Assistant Treasurer. At this stage neither
position will be onerous, but you will be trained to take over the full position should that become necessary.
Positions available are:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee Member (there is no maximum number of Committee Members, but the minimum is 2)
Assistant Secretary
Assistant Treasurer

NOMINATION FORM:
Any member may submit a nomination for any position. Each nomination must be submitted on a separate form.
Send your completed form to:

The Secretary
Friends of Belair National Park
PO Box 2,

Applications close: 2nd February 2019
Nominee details:

Belair, SA 5052
Email: friendsofbelairpark@msn.com

First name:

Surname:

Nominee’s postal address:
(include postcode)

Nominee’s phone number:

Nominee’s email address:

Position nominated: (eg secretary, president, treasurer committee member)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Nominated by: …………………………………………………………………………….
I agree to be nominated for the above position:
Signed: …………………………………………………………………………………………….
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WALTER GOOCH – The Father of National Parks
Walter was born at Paradise, SA, on November 10th, 1842, the youngest son of
Charles Gooch who came to the Province in 1839. At 17 years of age, Walter
became an employee of the National Bank. He later began a mercantile career
and worked at Eagle Chambers in Adelaide, becoming a Director from 1882 to
1885. He was Chairman of the Unley School Board for sixteen years, and was a
Warden at the Belair Anglican Church, also serving as a Synodsman. He married
Jessie Samson in 1871, and they raised four sons and two daughters. The family
moved to Belair, residing at “Tooray” in 1877. Gooch soon became aware of the
beauty of the Hills area that he came to love. When, in 1881, the Government
decided to sell The Government Farm for subdivision, due to the drastic state of
finances, Gooch immediately rallied his friends in high places, and ran a Memorial (petition), all at his own expense, to save the local, pristine area. Because of
his endeavour, the Government decided to preserve the area which is now the
Belair National Park.
But Walter Gooch, still at his own expense, continued to lobby for the Government Farm to be dedicated as a National Park, for the enjoyment of the people
of South Australia. He organised a large public picnic in the area and invited
prominent citizens to come and enjoy the natural beauty. After his campaign of
seventeen years, Gooch succeeded, and the State Government declared “The
National Park Act” on 19 December 1891. Belair National Park became the first
in South Australia, second in Australia, and the eighth in the world. In 1891, the
Government appointed Walter Gooch as one of twelve Commissioners to voluntarily manage the new National Park. He never missed a meeting during the
next 27 years until his death in 1918. He was a Chairman in 1907. His brilliant
foresight saw the lower areas developed for fund-raising improvements, while
the high country was kept in its pristine condition, as it is today.
A modest man, Gooch declined numerous accolades. Some thought he should
be knighted. Some people sought a Memorial to be built in his honour. The
newspapers named him “The Father of our National Park.” Today, he is revered
by The Friends of Belair National Park, who continue his voluntary visions and
practical expertise.
Dene Cordes, PSM OAM
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Monthly Meeting Talks
September Meeting : Lyn Coombe
This month Lyn Coombe from the Basketry Guild of SA was our guest presenter. It was a very interesting talk and
included plenty of amazing baskets and plant material to hold and admire, and we even got to learn how to make
our own two bit twine from winter iris leaves. Some of the interesting things we found out today included the different materials used for basketry from traditional materials such as rushes used by Ngarrindjeri people at the
Coorong, flax used by Maori people in New Zealand, and bark used by Native Americans, to non-traditional materials such as washed up sea ropes, and bright fabric scraps, more recently finding their way into basketry as the
craft gains popularity. Lyn herself enjoys using jacaranda and palm inflorescence, and creates amazing baskets!
Thanks for the wonderful talk, Lyn.
-Text: Hayley Prentice. Photos: Pete Raine.

October Meeting : Dene Cordes
A little different from the normal monthly meetings as we had an amazing BBQ and the privilege of (lifemember) Dene Cordes unveiling a plaque to commemorate 100 years since the death of the father of Belair
National Park, Walter Gooch.
Mr. Gooch, a merchant and conservator, ran a concerted and dedicated 17-year campaign to have Belair preserved as a park for the people, with a conservation as well as a recreational use focus.
A quote from the newspapers of the time (1890s) describes Mr. Gooch as:
“… having the industry of an ant, the smartness and persistency of a mosquito, the strength of an elephant;
and the engaging diplomacy of a Fox Terrier – an animal that is more diplomatic than a Russian Ambassador.
Mr. Gooch is a true Patriot. He has no axe to grind. He has even declined, time after time, to be a candidate
for the parliament. He kept fighting for the rights of the people to have a recreation ground of their own. For far
less arduous exertions, knighthoods have been conferred. He is content to have benefitted the people. He
shall have his reward …”
That reward is Belair National Park.
The public space that we enjoy today. What an awesome legacy! Drop in and say g’day!
-Pete Raine
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Mark Pedlar and Dene Cordes at the October Meeting
**********************************************************************************************

November Meeting: Chris Daniels
Friends of Belair NP members enjoyed a wonderful and highly informative talk today at our monthly meeting with
guest speaker Dr Chris Daniels, author of several books on our local wildlife and much more.
-Steve Raine
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The John Cleland Walks - October 2018
On Sunday 7 October 2018 two Professor Sir John Cleland Memorial Walks were held - a Hike, and a Nature
Ramble, to cater for differing groups/abilities/interests of people. These walks were also occurring early in Belair
NP being “Park of the Month”.
The day was pleasantly warm and cloudy with the maximum temperature being about 28°.
For the 15 kms Hike, a total of 18 people came, with Tin and David French as experienced Hike Leaders, and
Alan R as the Tailer. While about half of the people had previously been in Belair NP, it was a new park and exploration opportunity for the others; participants came from Belair, Happy Valley and local suburbs, to as far away
as Aldinga and Walkley Heights.
Tin and David maintaining a comfortable pace for those at the front, while for others who enjoyed seeing the flora
and taking some photos weren’t too far behind. The route used mainly the Waterfall and Adventure Hikes, then
returning to the Volunteer Centre via Kari Track and Melville Gully Road. An information leaflet was provided
which summarised Prof Cleland’s life and his connection with the park. As well as a good variety of native plant
communities, flora, and orchids, we saw 3 koalas, a few kangaroos, and several parrots during the hike – so everyone and their interest were catered for! We returned to the Volunteer Centre about 1.30pm, with about half the
group staying to enjoy the Devonshire tea prepared by the Friends.
The 8 people who turned up enjoyed the two-hour Nature Ramble, led by James McGregor, - although 14 had pre
-booked. A most enjoyable and informative ramble was made from Government Farm 2 to Pines Oval, then
around Lodge Track, Moorowie and Carawatha Tracks, returning to OGH. James provided copies of his ‘Flora of
BNP’ leaflet to participants, as well as passing on his extensive knowledge and answering lots of questions.
Our appreciation to James, Tin and David for their expertise in making the 2018 Cleland Memorial Walks successful for all who enjoyed them – and the ‘Devonshire Tea Friends’ who made a great restorative contribution
also.

A few of the 15 Kms Hikers enjoying a snack break.

Hand Flower (Cheiranthera alternifolia) on the Nature
Ramble

-Alan Raine

NEW MEMBERS
We extend a warm welcome to the following new members:

Dean, Alixe, Claran and Rosie Sincock
Darren, Anna & Eliza Twining and Vanessa Krivickas
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Bush Buddies
The October session saw us learning about the frogs in our Park. We had a great turn out
with lots of new faces. We were fortunate to have someone with Steve Walker's level of
knowledge, not tell us everything he knows, because that would take too long, but what we
need to know to identify them and lots of interesting facts revealing how special they are.
We only have six native frogs to learn about, all with their own distinctive calls and behaviours, but also one introduced species to be aware of. I learnt to listen more carefully when I
think I can hear common froglets 'creaking', because if the sound inflects upwards at the end
it could in fact be the rare Bibron's Toadlet. Did you know the collective term for frogs is an
'army of frogs' and that the Spotted Marsh Frog has a call that sounds like a machine gun? I
think everyone in the room jumped when Steve imitated a scream from a frog being attacked.
In fact many frogs will do this.
We then got a rundown on how to use the 'FrogSpotter' app
https://www.frogwatchsa.com.au/learning-resources/frogspotter - not only is
this a fantastic resource as a field guide but also enables us to help collect valuable data that can assist in protecting our frogs. This is a completely free app
available at the Apple app store or Google Play store.
Another useful Frog Identification website for our area can be found at
http://communitywebs.org/FriendsofBelairPark/documents/frogidentification.pdf
-Text : Craig Baulderstone.
-Photos : Jo Baulderstone
********************************************

Invitation
On Wednesday 19th December 2018
The Friends of Belair National Park
will celebrate their 33rd birthday
and the 127th anniversary of the park.

You are invited to join us at 6pm at
The Volunteer Centre, Long Gully BNP
Please bring a plate of finger food for a
shared light meal.
BYO drinks. Tea & Coffee provided.
RSVP by 12th December to:
Friends of BNP, PO Box 2, Belair 5052

Or, Tina Gallasch 8178-0688
Or, friendsofbelairpark@msn.com
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As with weeding ……….

It Makes a Difference

As the old man walked
the beach at dawn
he noticed a young man
ahead of him picking up
starfish and flinging them
into the sea.
Catching up with the youth
he asked him
why he was doing this.
The answer was that
the stranded starfish
would die if left in the morning sun.
But the beach goes on
for miles and there
are millions of starfish
countered the other.
How can your effort make any difference ?
The young man looked
at the starfish in his hand
and threw it to the safety
of the waves.

It makes a difference to this one.

-Thanks to Vaike Aldridge
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THE FRIENDS OF BELAIR NATIONAL PARK INC.
Postal Address:- PO Box 2 BELAIR SA 5052
Email: friendsofbelairpark@msn.com
Website: www.communitywebs.org/friendsofbelairpark
Webmaster: seow@live.com : Facebook: www.facebook.com/fobnp
OFFICE BEARERS FOR 2018
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Mark Pedlar
8278 1991 mnjpedlar@bigpond.com
Mike Cerchez
8270 8870 cerchez@tpg.com.au
Tina Gallasch
8178 0688 friendsofbelairpark@msn.com
Carol Parrott
8278 6783 acmeparrott27@bigpond.com
Mary Cole, Chris Lightowler, Barbara Raine, Jim Trueman, Wayne Gallasch,
Margaret Parsons

CO-ORDINATORS
GUIDED WALKS for 2019 (Tuesday)
DUPLICATE WALKS for 2019 (Sunday)
LIBRARIAN
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
FACE BOOK/PUBLICITY
SIGNIFICANT TREES
VOL. CENTRE BOOKINGS
MEMBERSHIP
WEBSITE
SPEAKERS
WORKING BEE COORDINATOR
WORKING BEES for Tuesday or Friday,

Bevin Scholz
Barb Raine
Shirley Alford
Tony Dyson
Hayley Prentice
Ron Tamblyn
Tina Gallasch
Carol Parrott
Chris Lightowler
Frances Eltridge
Barbara Raine
Barbara Raine

BELAIR NATIONAL PARK (Put these numbers in your
mobile): Belair National Park Office 8278 5477
After hours Emergency 0427 556 676
Guest Speakers

2019 Speakers: TBA
January 2019 —No meeting
February 2nd 2019: AGM
FREE GUIDED WALKS April to November
Normally held on the 2nd Tuesday of the month and the
following Sunday. No guided walks over summer.
Ask at the Park Ticket Office for your free entry, and
meet at the Green Shed at 1.45 pm for a 2.00pm start.
SPECIAL EVENTS
Professor Cleland Memorial Walk
The Prof Cleland Memorial Walk 2019 TBA.
Birthday Party
Held on the 19th of December to celebrate the birthday
of Belair National Park.

MONTHLY MEETINGS 2017/2018
First Saturday of the month, 1 pm at the Volunteer Centre, Long Gully, Belair NP. Speaker first, then the
meeting. Visitors welcome

beveck@gmail.com
rainea@bettanet.com.au
8278 1525
0423 687 180 dysonav@bigpond.com
hayleyprentice@hotmail.com
8393 9803
8178 0688 friendsofbelairpark@msn.com
8278 6783 acmeparrott27@bigpond.com
seow@live.com
Frances@eltridge.com
8278 2370 rainea@bettanet.com.au
8278 2370 rainea@bettanet.com.au

WORKING BEES.
Meet at the Green Shed (near Main Oval)
BEFORE 8.30am Tuesday and Friday mornings. For
information phone Barbara on 8278 2370
rainea@bettanet.com.au
Working Bees on other days, meet by arrangement.
For 3rd Saturday of each month at 9.00am meet at the
Green Shed.
Membership Payments
Annual renewal is $10 a single, $15 for a family .
If joining after 30th June, your first half year is
discounted to half price, so please pay $5 for single, or
$7.50 for joint membership.
HOW TO PAY:
1. Pay the treasurer at a meeting
2. Forward payment and your contact details to
The Treasurer
Friends of Belair NP
PO Box 2, Belair 5052
3. To pay by internet use this account information and
email your contact information to
acmeparrott27@bigpond.com
Bank SA:
BSB 105-078: A/c No: 306250940
A/c Name:- Friends of Belair Park
A/c Ref:- your name (membership fees)

